


With its unique quality and 119 years of experience, Rebul is an elite 
and prestigious perfume producer. 

Rebul Pharmacy was founded in Istanbul, Beyoglu with the name 
“Grande Pharmacie Parisienne - Grand Paris Pharmacy” in 1895 
by Jean Cesar Reboul. The historic place that has witnessed the 
late period of the Ottoman Empire is the only pharmacy still open 
in its original address, today.  In its early years, the pharmacy 
made its mark in Turkish medicine when it started preparing 
medical formulations prescribed by doctors. Via word of mouth 
Rebul quickly became well - known in the medical community.

Kemal Müderrisoğlu, one of the first pharmacists in the 
history of the Republic of Turkey started working for 
Monsieur Reboul in 1920. Showing remarkable and exemplary 
accomplishments, Müderrisoğlu and Monsieur Reboul’s 
relationship continued for many years, like father and son.

In 1938, at the lab in the basement of the pharmacy the first 
Lavender Cologne is manufactured. Lavender Cologne introduced 
lavender to Turkish people for the first time and over the century; 
it became the permanent resident of many Turkish homes.

In the year 1939, Monsieur Reboul went back to his homeland and 
left his pharmacy, the apple of his eye, to young and hardworking
Kemal Müderrisoğlu who was his only living akin, at the time. 

The pharmacy’s name then changed to Rebul. Rebul Lavender 
Cologne soon became the cologne of Istanbul’s gentlemen and 
especially Pera’s men. In time, Rebul Lavender became much more 
than cologne. It became a unique legacy passed on from fathers to 
sons.  In 1981, Rebul Lavender Cologne was granted a gold medal 
by the International Beauty Products Quality Control Center.

With its unique line of colognes, Rebul reinforces the true meaning of 
cologne. Delivering exquisite perfumes that appeal to every generation 
and taste, Rebul has become the leading perfume manufacturer in 
Turkey.

Having witnessed a century, Rebul has always been a brand that 
valued and protected its legacy while constantly renewing itself. Well-
known in global markets with its Rebul, Colors, Angie and Ranger 
brands, Rebul Cosmetics has export operations in over 30 countries.

Following global packaging and fragrance trends closely, Rebul 
perfumes promise top quality at affordable prices. The company’s
priority is to develop distinguished products that will add value to its 
customers.

Marking the history of fragrance in Turkey since 1895, Rebul will 
continue to enrich its legacy through its rich line of products, its 
quality and environmental awareness.

RENEWING ITSELF FOR 119 YEARS





THE RECOGNISIBLE SMELL 
OF LAVENDER
Grown across Turkey’s Mediterranean Coastline. 
The Lavender f lower with all its glorious smell 
and unique quality is brought to your homes by 
Rebul. Arriving  all the way from the world famous 
fields of Grasse in France and with its light and 
relaxing scent Rebul Lavender will take you on a 
journey across our Mediterranean coast.

Rebul Lavanda - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604602  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lavanda - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226101002 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lavanda Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604657 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lavanda - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226602073 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Lavanda Shower Gel - 300ml
Barcode: 8691226603025 Pieces in Box : 12

R E B U L
L AVA N DA



A BODRUM BREEZE
Bodrum clementine extract,  fresh l ime, 
body pampering white peach, mysterious 
pur ple A frican violet,  romantic peony and 
delicate muguet f lower infuse together in 
R ebul Mandarine Eau de Cologne to refresh 
and invigorate.  With R ebul Mandarine ’s 
captivating composition, you can experience 
and discover the mystic amber scents blended 
with sophisticated cedar and sandalwood 
notes.

R E B U L
M A N DA R I N E

Rebul Mandarine - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604596  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Mandarine - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226601434 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Mandarine Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604640 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Mandarine - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226602080 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Mandarine Shower Gel - 300ml
Barcode: 8691226603049 Pieces in Box : 12



A MEDITERRANEAN CHILL
Sicilian lemon extract, aromatic bergamot, energetic 
citrus fruits and the muguet flower, with its fresh 
spring aroma, come together in Rebul Lime Eau de 
Cologne to refresh and invigorate. With Rebul Lime’s 
ravishing composition, you can experience and 
discover the soft notes of sophisticated sandalwood, 
and the aroma of the exotic amber blended with 
white musk. 

R E B U L
L I M E

Rebul Lime - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604619  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lime - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226601441 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lime Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604664 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Lime - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226602097 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Lime Shower Gel - 300ml
Barcode: 8691226603032 Pieces in Box : 12



With the breeze from the shores of Southern Italy, 
the realm of the most beautiful jasmines, the 
cocktail of red apple, juicy pear, sweet peach and 
exotic lychee makes you feel that you have arrived 
at the orchards.  The heart  of this intoxicating 
fragrance unveils a composition of white f lowers 
built around  fragrant jasmine from Southern 
Italy;  delicate ylang ylang from Madagascar 
and powdery peony from the gardens of Britain.  
Transparent white musk, sandalwood, cedar wood 
and rich powdery sensations at the  background 
notes take you to an enchanting land of bliss. 

CARNIVAL OF JASMINE

R E B U L
J A S M I N E

Rebul Jasmine - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604626  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Jasmine - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226602066 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Jasmine Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604671 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Jasmine - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226602110 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Jasmine Shower Gel - 300ml
Barcode: 8691226603001 Pieces in Box : 12



R E B U L
I C E

FRESHNESS WITH ICE
No matter if it is summer or winter, you feel the touch 
of the juicy citrus fruits and aquatic notes on your skin. 
The heart is composed of mysterious African violet 
and delicate transparent freesia structured with testy 
pineapple notes and a touch of sweet green rosemary to 
bring about scent of refresing splash. A combination of 
warm and sophisticated amber and ensuring cedar moss 
at the deep notes wrap you all around.  A total sense of 
purification and freshness. 

Rebul Ice - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604633  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Ice - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226602042 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Ice Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604688 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Ice - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226602103 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Ice Shower Gel - 300ml
Barcode: 8691226603018 Pieces in Box : 12



R E B U L
F I G  B LO S S O M When you smell Rebul Fig Blossom Eau de 

Cologne, you can quickly distinguish the joyous 
and vivacious citrus and bergamot notes. At the 
heart of the Eau de Cologne is the green accords 
blended perfectly with white f lowers. The deep 
notes are rich and heady: The exotic oriental and 
woody notes make the overall fragrance even 
more intoxicating.  The sweet milky and white 
powdery texture gives the Cologne a soft edge as 
the transparent musk enables a longer-lasting 
lingering feeling on the skin.

SWEET FIG DREAM

Rebul Fig Blossom - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604886  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Fig Blossom - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226604848 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Fig Blossom Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604862 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Fig Blossom  - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226605104 Pieces in Box : 100



Green tea, containing various essential nutrients 
helps rejuvenate the skin making it healthier 
and radiant. Its unique freshness makes perfect 
cologne. The upper notes consist of transparent 
tea accords infused with delicious bergamot. This 
perfect blend gives a soft sensation. The pleasant 
aromatic herbal notes at the heart of the Eau de 
Cologne arouse a sense of nature embraced with 
intoxicating white f lowers. A combination of 
warm and woody sandal and cedar at the deep 
notes will surround you.

AN ASIAN MIRACLER E B U L
G R E E N  T E A

Rebul Green Tea - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226604893  Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Green Tea - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226604855 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Green Tea Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226604879 Pieces in Box : 12
Rebul Green Tea - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226605111 Pieces in Box : 100



R E B U L
DA R K  S P I C E

Rebul Dark Spice For Men - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226606156  Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Dark Spice For Men - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226606163 Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Dark Spice For Men Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226606170 Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Dark Spice For Men - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226606842 Pieces in Box : 100

Rebul Dark Spice, cologne of the modern 
charismatic man, stimulates the senses by the 
freshness of lemon, strong spiciness of black 
pepper and star anise on top. In heart, a f loral 
elegant touch of Mediterranean’s geranium and a 
warm cardamom of India wrap your skin. Once, 
you discover this special fragrance enriched with 
noble woods, you will have an indispensable 
connection.

MYSTERIOUS
WORLD OF SPICE



Rebul Aqua For Men - 270ml
Barcode: 8691226606125  Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Aqua For Men - 160ml
Barcode: 8691226606132 Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Aqua For Men Spray - 100ml
Barcode: 8691226606149 Pieces in Box: 12
Rebul Aqua For Men - 30ml
Barcode: 8691226606835 Pieces in Box : 100

A fresh aromatic woody fragrance, faceted with 
a pulsating cooling accord welcomes you into 
a fascinating world. When you discover this 
cooling fragrance, the freshness of the lemon, the 
green leaves and the aquatic accord creates an 
immediate sensation of strength and vitality. In 
heart, the fresh aromatic notes of the nature give 
way to an intense base of noble woods to imagine 
a memorable masculine signature. A fresh aquatic 
Eau de Cologne for men.

R E B U L
AQ UA

FRESH AQUATIC
BLUE



REBUL REFRESHING TOWELS

THE RECOGNISIBLE SMELL OF LAVENDER

CARNIVAL OF JASMINE

SWEET FIG DREAM

A BODRUM BREEZE

A MEDITERRANEAN CHILL

FRESHNESS WITH ICE

AN ASIAN MIRACLE

Grown across Turkey’s Mediterranean Coastline. The Lavender f lower with all its 
glorious smell and unique quality is brought to your homes by Rebul. Arriving  all the 
way from the world famous fields of Grasse in France and with its light and relaxing 
scent Rebul Lavender will take you on a journey across our Mediterranean coast.

With the breeze from the shores of Southern Italy, the realm of the most beautiful 
jasmines, the cocktail of red apple, juicy pear, sweet peach and exotic lychee makes 
you feel that you have arrived at the orchards.  The heart  of this intoxicating 
fragrance unveils a composition of white f lowers built around  fragrant jasmine 
from Southern Italy;  delicate ylang ylang from Madagascar and powdery peony from 
the gardens of Britain.  Transparent white musk, sandalwood, cedar wood and rich 
powdery sensations at the  background notes take you to an enchanting land of bliss. 

When you smell Rebul Fig Blossom Eau de Cologne, you can quickly distinguish the 
joyous and vivacious citrus and bergamot notes. At the heart of the Eau de Cologne is 
the green accords blended perfectly with white f lowers. The deep notes are rich and 
heady: The exotic oriental and woody notes make the overall fragrance even more 
intoxicating.  The sweet milky and white powdery texture gives the Cologne a soft 
edge as the transparent musk enables a longer-lasting lingering feeling on the skin.

Bodrum clementine extract, fresh lime, body pampering white peach, mysterious 
purple African violet, romantic peony and delicate muguet f lower infuse together in 
Rebul Mandarine Eau de Cologne to refresh and invigorate. With Rebul Mandarine’s 
captivating composition, you can experience and discover the mystic amber scents 
blended with sophisticated cedar and sandalwood notes.

Sicilian lemon extract, aromatic bergamot, energetic citrus fruits and the muguet 
f lower, with its fresh spring aroma, come together in Rebul Lime Eau de Cologne to 
refresh and invigorate. With Rebul Lime’s ravishing composition, you can experience 
and discover the soft notes of sophisticated sandalwood, and the aroma of the exotic 
amber blended with white musk. 

No matter if it is summer or winter, you feel the touch of the juicy citrus fruits and 
aquatic notes on your skin. The heart is composed of mysterious African violet and 
delicate transparent freesia structured with testy pineapple notes and a touch of 
sweet green rosemary to bring about scent of refresing splash. A combination of 
warm and sophisticated amber and ensuring cedar moss at the deep notes wrap you 
all around.  A total sense of purification and freshness. 

Green tea, containing various essential nutrients helps rejuvenate the skin making it 
healthier and radiant. Its unique freshness makes perfect cologne. The upper notes 
consist of transparent tea accords infused with delicious bergamot. This perfect 
blend gives a soft sensation. The pleasant aromatic herbal notes at the heart of the 
Eau de Cologne arouse a sense of nature embraced with intoxicating white f lowers. 
A combination of warm and woody sandal and cedar at the deep notes will surround 
you.



All our products are certified under 

BS EN ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 22716:2007 (GMP)



Rebul Cosmetics
Üst Deniz Bank Sitesi Sokak Arası No: 34 Emirganüstü

Reşitpaşa / İstanbul - Turkey
Phone: (+90) 212 229 97 90 - 229 97 99

Fax: (+90) 212 229 11 18
www.rebul.com

since 1895


